A modificar. In this study a TiO 2 layer with surface nano roughness has been obtained by thermal treatment (TT-Ti) with the aim of increasing the corrosion resistance of titanium surfaces and improving the response of osteoblasts. The corrosion behavior of the TiO 2 layer in the presence of osteoblastic Saos-2 cells has been examined over time using electrochemical techniques such as Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) and polarization curves. The oxidized titanium surfaces were characterized by Scanning Electron 
with the presence of Saos-2 cells and the TT-Ti oxide layer, respectively. Polarization curves show that the cells altered the overall resistance of the TT-Ti surfaces, enhancing anodic density current of the surface along culture time. XPS reveals the presence of proteins on the surface of the treated specimens in contact with the cells. A reduction in the thickness and the properties of the TiO 2 layer is detected due to cellular activity.
The influence of cells on the electrochemical interface and the protectiveness of the TiO 2 -grown at low temperatures.
I. INTRODUCTION
Ti and its alloys show an excellent corrosion resistance and biocompatibility which are attributed primarily to the naturally grown, dense and stable TiO 2 on titanium -based surface 1, 2 . However, the mechanical properties of the passive film are poor. Ti-based materials have the lowest wear resistance of all metallic biomaterials used in biomedical applications. The continuous micro motion and fretting wear between bone and Ti-based alloys in stem and dental implants breaks the passive film and exposes the metal to the action of the complex surrounding medium generating substantial amounts of debris and a continuous Ti ion release. This process progresses on the surface of material attaching to the surrounding tissue little by little for many years incurring to the implant failure at longer implantation times 3 .
Various types of surface modifications are developed to improve the mechanical properties of the surface of Ti and its alloys and so the corrosion resistance and biocompatibility properties, including ion implantation 4 , thermo-mechanical processing 5 , oxidation 6, 7 , chemical methods and hydrothermal deposition of hydroxyapatite 8, 9 . All of them have advantages and drawbacks associated with cost ineffectiveness between others, and most importantly, unreliably weak coating/substrate adhesion during service.
The surface modification of Ti-based alloys by thermal oxidation promotes the formation of grown-oxide layers of higher wear resistance and improved biocompatibility 10, 11, 12, 13 . The thermal treatment of different Ti alloys in air between 500-800 °C has been used to generate highly corrosion-resistant and biocompatible surfaces for implant applications 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19 in physiological fluids and in contact with live cell. Studies have been focused on controlling the structure of the crystal phase to obtain anatase-rich titanium dioxide and rutile-rich titanium dioxide on Ti alloy surfaces 20, 21 .
The use of lower oxidation temperatures has been reported that can have a beneficial effect on the formation of hydroxyl groups that cover the surface to act as covalent bonds between organometallic compounds with the body physiological medium and living organisms and the oxidized titanium surface, increasing the stability of functional organic overlayers 22 . The oxidation treatment at lower temperatures also has the advantage that minimal microstructural changes can be induced as a consequence of temperature. Lu et al 23 found that the maximum oxidation of a Ti surface (in an oxygen-rich atmosphere) and the maximum OH concentration (in a water vapor-rich atmosphere) were achieved between 227-327°C.
Most of the research published in literature analyses the biocompatibility of the biomaterial from the biochemical response offered by the cells. The interfacial characterizations between the cells and biomaterial are generally evaluated using the optical and/or electron microscope after fixing and dehydrating the cells cultured on the surface of the biomaterial 21 . However, the "in situ" study regarding the interfacial behaviors of the cells/biomaterial is limited in the literature.
Once the implanted material is inserted into the body, its surface is exposed to body fluids, such as intercellular fluid and blood depending on the surrounding tissue, and live organisms, like osteoblasts, fibroblasts or macrophages. The surrounding ions, biomolecules and live organisms in the tissue will attach to the surface of the implanted material, leading to a change in the chemical environment on the surface of metallic biomaterials and modifying the surface performance of the biomaterial 24 . 26, 27 , have been scarcely studied in the literature. Hiromoto et el. 29 established that the corrosion resistance of 316L steel decreases with L929 cells. The effect of fibroblast cells on the interface property is the retardation of diffusion through the biomolecule adsorption layer due to the increase in biomolecule density with extracellular matrix consisting with proteins and glycosaminoglycans generated by the cells. Huang 28 studied polished Ti and Ti-6Al-4V alloy cultured with U-2 OS cells verifying that Ti-based surfaces still showed excellent corrosion resistance in the culture medium during the cell growth period of 72 h (including the adhesion, spreading, and proliferation stage). Huang 28 and Garcia-Alonso et. al 23 agree that electrochemical impedance spectroscopy is applied successfully to monitor the in situ growing process of osteoblast cells on Ti and Ti-6Al-4V
alloy. To the best of our knowledge, the osteoblast interaction with grown-oxide at lower oxidation temperatures on Ti-based substrates, no performed to date, is of worthwhile interest from the point of view of electrochemical response induced on the substrate surface.
The main goal of this paper is to analyze the influence of cells on the electrochemical interface and the protectiveness of the grown-oxide at lower oxidation temperatures on Ti.
The interaction of cells with the modified surface is studied by electrochemical techniques and XPS. The effect of osteoblast cells on the oxidized Ti surface in the electrochemical system is analyzed in equilibrium (or its zero-current) and when the system is moved from its equilibrium through the application of polarization.
II. EXPERIMENTAL

A. Metallic substrates
Commercial pure titanium disks (Goodfellow, France), 25 mm diameter and 2 mm thick were the test specimens. Before oxidation, all major surfaces were successively ground from 400 to 1200 grit with SiC papers in water and polished from 9 µm to 1 µm alumina solution to obtain a mirror-like finish. The specimens were washed in distilled water and cleaned ultrasonically in ethanol for 10 min. The Ti disks were thermally treated at 277°C 
B. Cells and culture medium
C. Experimental techniques
Characterization techniques
The topographical information of grown-TiO 2 on titanium was recorded by 5100 (Agilent) Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) equipped with a scanner with maximum ranges of 10 x 10 μm in "x" and "y" axis and 4 μm in "z" axis. The images were acquired using silicon nitride cantilevers with a nominal probe curvature radius of 10 nm and a force constant of 40 N/m. AFM measurements were performed in tapping mode. Each scan consisted of 512 × 512 pixels with WSxM software (Nanotec) 28 .
Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) was used to characterize the TT-Ti surfaces before culturing with cells and to verify the good adhesion and morphology of the Saos-2 cells attached to the TT-Ti surfaces after 1, 3, 5, and 7 days.
For SEM analysis, the Saos-2 cell attached on TT-Ti surfaces were fixed in 2.5% glutaraldehyde in phosphate buffer saline (PBS) solution for 24 h at 4ºC and then dehydrated at 4°C by using increasing graded ethanol concentrations until reaching 100% ethanol.
Finally, the cells were dried in successive steps increasing the percentage of tetramethylsylane (TMS) in ethanol. The cell growth on the TT-Ti surfaces was analyzed by using a JEOL-6500F microscope equipped with a field emission gun (FEG) coupled to an energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) spectrometer. The images were taken using secondary electron.
The chemical composition of the TT-Ti surface without cells and in contact with
Saos-2 for 1, 3, 5, and 7 days was performed by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS).
The cell layers were ultrasonically removed from the surface in distilled water for 10 min and air-dried 29 . The X-ray photoelectron spectra were recorded using a VG Escalab 200R
spectrometer equipped with a hemispherical electron analyzer, operating in a constant pass energy mode (50 eV) and a non-monochromatic MgK α (hν = 1253.6 eV, 1 eV = 1.6302 x 10 -19 J) at 10 mA and 12 kV. The background pressure in the analysis chamber was kept below 2x10 -8 mbar during data acquisition. XPS data were taken in increments of 0.1 eV with dwell times of 50 ms. Binding energies were calibrated relative to the C 1s peak at 284.9 ±0.2 eV.
High-resolution spectra envelopes were obtained by curve-fitting the synthetic peak components using XPS peak software. The raw data were used with no preliminary smoothing. Symmetric Gaussian-Lorentzian product functions were used to approximate the line shapes of the fitting components. Atomic ratios were computed from the experimental intensity ratios and normalized using atomic sensitivity factors 30 .
Electrochemical techniques
Electrochemical experiments were performed using an electrochemical cell with a 3-electrode setup. A detailed information about the electrochemical cell is given in 23, 31 . A platinum wire (99.99% purity) served as the auxiliary electrode, and all potentials are quoted with respect to the Pt pseudo reference electrode. The area of the working electrode (TT-Ti specimens) was 0.79 cm 2 in all the experiments. The electrochemical cell as well as the electrodes were sterilized in an autoclave at 120ºC for 20 min before each experiment. The electrochemical measurements were performed in cell culture medium (DMEM) and culture medium with cells at 37 ± 0.5ºC for 1, 3, 5, and 7 days immersion time.
The electrochemical techniques used have been the corrosion potential (E corr ), Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) and polarization using a Gamry reference 600 potentiostat.
The EIS experiments were performed at the corrosion potential by applying a sinusoidal wave of very low voltage (± 5 mV) in a frequency range from 10 5 Hz to 10 -3 Hz spaced logarithmically (5 per decade).
The EIS results were analyzed by fitting the experimental impedance data with models of electrical equivalent circuit. The parameters of the electrical equivalent circuit were calculated by fitting the impedance function to the measured spectra using a non-linear least-squares program (NLLS program) with Z-plot/Z-view software for all the measured frequencies. The criteria used to estimate the quality of the fitting were the lowest chi-square value and estimative errors (in %) for all the components.
Anodic and cathodic polarization curves were recorded at a scan rate of 1mV s -1 from the corrosion potential to ±0.5 V with respect to E corr . A different TT-Ti sample was used for every anodic and cathodic polarization curve. The parameters analyzed were the anodic and cathodic Tafel slopes,  a and  c respectively.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Characterization of the metallic surfaces
The surface morphology of the thermally treated Ti was examined by SEM and AFM, and the composition after the surface treatment was analyzed by XPS. Figure 1a shows the secondary electron image (SEI) of the Ti surfaces after oxidation at 277ºC for 5 h (TT-Ti).
The metallic surface shows parallel grooves, typical of the grinding process, in the homogeneous, roughened oxidized surface on which white spots have grown. 36 observed that there is a specific nanotopography scale that encourages cell adhesion and spreading, however, the preferential lateral spacing and height of the nanotopography is different for different cell types. After a critical nanoparticle density is reached (higher than 68 nm), the number of adhered cells decreases and at the highest nanoparticle density the cell numbers are similar to these on a smooth surface. Both cell types adhered in lower numbers when the nanotopography feature size increased to 68 nm. They establish that the surface nanotopography affects integrin binding cites orientation and clustering but also suggest that the cell membrane rigidity and the flexibility of cell adhesion machinery, which may be different for varying cell types, is another factor that may need to be taken into consideration.
Khung et al. 37 used continuous porous silicon gradients to establish the effects of substrate pore size on cell viability and morphology. On the large pores (1000-3000 nm), cells were unable to adhere optimally on surfaces, but could stabilize themselves through cell-cell contacts, reducing the need for cell-substratum contact. Their results revealed that cells were sensitive to nanoscale surface topography with feature sizes of <20 nm. Yim et al. 38 conclude that both nanotopography and substrate stiffness could be important in determining mechanical properties, while nanotopography may be more dominant in determining the organization of the cytoskeleton and focal adhesions.
The chemical composition of the TT-Ti surfaces by XPS is shown in Table I The high resolution O 1s spectrum shows the separation of the O 1s band into two components: TiO 2 (529.9 eV) and Ti-OH (531.4 eV) in Table I . These results are consistent with those of other groups 45 ; thus, the presence of the -OH group on the surface is ensured with this oxidation treatment.
Based on our characterization, the chemical composition of the TT-Ti surface is mainly TiO 2 in anatase-rich titanium dioxide with a low percentage of OH concentration on titanium substrate with a mean nanorroughness that could promote good cell adhesion. These parameters seems to be adequate to promote a good adhesion. and after 1, 3, 5 and 7 days of immersion in the presence of Saos-2. As an example, Figure   3c shows the experimental and the fitting results for the 5th day of testing. Good agreement can be seen between both graphs. Table II . Fitting results obtained from the simulation of the impedance diagrams by using equivalent circuits of figure 5, of Saos-2/TT-Ti interface at 0, 1, 3 and 7 days of immersion time.
B. Electrochemical characterization of Saos-2/TT-Ti interface
According to the fit impedance results (Table II) , the resistance R2 decreased and the pseudo capacitance (CPE2) of the biomolecule adsorption layer that integrated with Saos-2 cells increased with incubation time, suggesting that the amount of proteins that adsorbed directly onto TT-Ti decreased during the adhesion of Saos-2 cells (i.e., the cells rearrange the adsorbed proteins around them to adhere to titanium, possibly decreasing the amount of proteins that is adsorbed directly by titanium) 29 . The oxide resistance R1 decreases and CPE1
increases with the testing time. In fact, the greatest variation in R1 is found for the 7 th day of testing (Table II) In the presence of cells, the electrochemical modifications produced in the system moved from equilibrium were also evaluated by applying greater perturbations in order to assess the anodic and cathodic behavior involved in the corrosion process on TT-Ti/Saos-2 interface. Figure 6 shows polarization curves for TT-Ti specimens with and without Saos-2 after 7 days of testing. It can be seen how the anodic current density value rises by approximately one order of magnitude on the surfaces with cells compared to those without cells. Figure 7 shows the evolution of polarization curves for TT-Ti surfaces with Saos-2 cells after 1, 3, 5 and 7 days of immersion. As the presence of the cells becomes greater on the TT-Ti surface (Figure 4c-d) , the anodic current density rises (Table III) . These higher values mean that the charge transfer phenomenon is less impeded on the surfaces with cells due to the less protective nature of the TiO 2 layer. In Figure 7 (Table III) , anodic control of the system can also be seen for the first day of testing (a > c), which means that the TiO 2 layer impedes or delays the charge transfer reaction. However, on the third day of testing (greater presence of cells Figure 4b ) the system presents mixed control (c ≈ a) and from the 5 th day (Figure 4c indicating that the pH of the body fluid around the implanted material is kept lower than the constant pH around neutral.
In any case, the curves indicate that the cells altered the overall resistance of the TTTi surfaces by increasing the current, probably due to the influence of the lower pH, metabolism products and the effect of some amino acids 51 . This result is in agreement with other works where the dissolution of titanium was enhanced with amino acids and proteins in long-term immersions 52 and the presence of cells increased the corrosion rate of metallic biomaterials 53 .
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C. Characterization of Saos-2/TT-Ti interface
The surface composition of the oxide layer on TT-Ti that has been in contact with osteoblast cells was analyzed by XPS. This surface characterization seeks to study in depth the interactions between TT-Ti and biological environments in order to try to understand implant-tissue interactions.
The elemental and chemical composition by XPS of Saos-2/TT-Ti interface is shown in Table III However, the high-resolution C 1s spectrum (data not shown) showed the characteristic bands of the structure of protein (i.e., amino acids arranged in a linear chain and joined together by peptide bonds between the carboxyl and amino groups of adjacent amino acid residues). The deconvolution of the C 1s spectrum results in the following peaks:
The first peak, at the lowest binding energy of 284.8 eV, was assigned to the carbon that bound to C or H (C-C, C=C and C-H groups); the second peak, at 286.3 eV, was attributed to the carbon in amine groups (C-NH-) and the C-O single bond; and the third peak, at 288.0 eV, included signals from the peptide bond (CO-NH-) and acidic groups (COOH) ( Table   IV) . Like the C 1s signal, the N 1s band came from adsorbed protein. The N 1s peak was asymmetrical and deconvoluted in two peaks, corresponding to -NH 3+ at 401.5 eV, and the principal contribution at 399.9 eV, corresponding to the peptide bond (-O=C-NH-) and the -NH 2 group, as expected for amide or amine groups in BSA present in the medium. In fact, the strong adsorption of proteins (BSA) was most likely due to protonated and positively charged amino groups (e.g., histidine, lysine, and arginine). TT-Ti has a negative charge, and positively charged amino groups in proteins act as anchoring sites in the region of contact between the protein and titanium surface. Consistent with these results, the O1s band had the following components: 531.2 eV (C=O, O=C-OH, -O=C-NH-) and 532.6 eV (C-OH, C=O, COOH).
After the DMEM/TT-Ti interface was analyzed by XPS, the evaluation of the surface modification of the TT-Ti as a consequence of the presence of Saos-2 cells (Table IV) is shown. In the presence of cells the Ti 2p signal was observed at 458.6 eV, which clearly corresponds to TiO 2 (Table I ). In fact, the O 1s spectrum showed the band corresponding to titanium oxide at the lowest binding energy of 529.9 eV (Figure 8 ). It should be noted that the atomic percentage decreased at the 7 th day but do not disappear (Table I) (R1 in Table II) , from the EIS tests, the change from anodic (1 st day) to cathodic (from the 5 th day) control of the corrosion mechanism (Table III and Figure 7) , and in the increase in the current density ( Figure 7 ) that can be associated with the activation of the surface due to the corrosive compounds generated by the cells.
On the other hand, in addition to the oxygen in the TiO 2 layer, another peak at 531.6
eV was attributed to oxygen in N-C=O bonds 54 and a signal at 532.8 eV was assigned to the oxygen atoms that formed single bonds with carbon (Table I ).
The oxygen peak may have received contributions from oxygen in carbonate ions, phosphate ions and carboxyl groups 32, 55 . The neutral peptide peak at 400.1 eV dominated the N1s spectrum with a peak intensity of 80%, and an -NH 3+ group at 401.6 eV was observed.
The C 1s spectrum was similar to that of TT-Ti in DMEM. Therefore, these well-identified bonds correspond to different chemical groups in proteins such as albumin (BSA).This slight increase is less notable than the reduction in the band due to the TiO 2 layer.
XPS data also revealed a peak corresponding to the P 2p signal (133.5 eV) and another corresponding to Ca 2p3/2 (347.4 eV). The presence of Ca and P in the analyses, show that these ions, which compete with substances like albumin, are found on the surface layer 56, 57 .
The P 2p spectra suggest the presence of phosphorus in phosphate or pyrophosphate compounds 32, 58 . Ca 2p3/2 spectra have revealed divalent calcium ions 32, 58 . Nevertheless, in such short incubation times, this evidence suggests that these ions, which are precursors of hydroxyapatite, were incorporated into the oxide surface at the early stages of contact with Saos-2. This is a very slow but continuous phenomenon.
However, the presence of these ions in the TT-Ti surface over 7 days of contact with Saos-2 cells was insufficient to induce nucleation of the Ca/P precipitate. In fact, the Ca/P ratio was low (0.54) compared to the standard value (1.67) for apatite. It is well known that the osseointegration of titanium implants usually takes several months 59 , indicating slow growth. The incorporation of phosphate and calcium ions into the oxide film on titanium has been observed in vivo 60 and in vitro 61 .
IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
-Thermal treatment has yielded a TiO 2 layer with surface nano roughness that should promote better cell adhesion to the Ti surface.
-The effect of osteoblast cells on the electrochemical response of TT-Ti was clearly seen from the third day of testing with two time constants that were respectively associated with the presence of Saos-2 cells and the TT-Ti oxide layer. Electrochemical techniques indicate that the cells altered the overall resistance of TT-Ti surfaces, enhancing the anodic current density with time and thus increasing corrosion.
-XPS analysis of TT-Ti after being in contact with osteoblast cells clearly shows the presence of proteins on the surface, as well as a reduction in the thickness and properties of the TiO 2 layer due to cell activity. Phosphate and calcium ions were incorporated in the titanium oxide layer after short incubation times.
